BELMOG TRIPMETERS

LIGHTING
SWITCHES
IGNITION

BELMOGTWIN MKII TRIPMETER (1)

A completely mechanical tripmeter with two illuminated digital counters, designed specifically for use
on classic rallies in accordance with international FIVA and FIA regulations. There are two versions.
This one shows the two readouts side by side (205mm wide x 100mm high)

091.550

£670.80 each | £559.00 ex VAT

The Belmogtwin 091.550/094.574 can be fitted to all makes of car. In addition to
the tripmeter you will need a fitting kit, which consists of a T gear, cable and clips
and fits to the back of the speedometer between the speedometer and the cable.
Fitting it for
80mm Smiths speedometer

091.552

HEATERS,
ELECTRIC
FANS

100mm Smiths speedometer

091.553

£168.00 each | £140.00 ex VAT

FUEL AIR

125mm Smiths speedometer

091.554

GAUGES

£168.00 each | £140.00 ex VAT

WASHERS
WIPERS

SEATS, SEAT
BELTS

BELMOGTFITTING KITS

£168.00 each | £140.00 ex VAT

WIRING

MIRRORS

+44(0) 1885 48 8 48 8

Original Smiths/Jaeger speedometers

091.551
BELMOGTWIN R TRIPMETER (2)

A completely mechanical tripmeter with two illuminated digital counters, designed specifically for use
on classic rallies in accordance with international FIVA and FIA regulations. This one looks like the
original Halda with the two readouts one above the other (112mm wide x 129mm high)

094.574

£1176.00 each | £980.00 ex VAT

STEERING
WHEELS

£168.00 each | £140.00 ex VAT
VDO Speedometers

091.555

£168.00 each | £140.00 ex VAT
Veglia Speedometers

094.569

£168.00 each | £140.00 ex VAT

MOTORCYCLE
PARTS
ACCESSORIES
BODY
HARDWARE
CAR CARE
PAINT
OIL, GREASE
FITTINGS
WHEELS,
BRAKES
TOOLS

BELMOG GPS TRIPMETER

This Tripmeter requires no installation (cable or wheel sensor) and no calibration. You just plug
it into a 12 volt negative earth cigar lighter and it works. Supplied with 1.5m power cable and
a magnetic mounted internal/external antenna. More accurate than ‘normal’ GPS receivers, it
tracks up to 50 satellites simultaneously. Can be switched between kilometers, miles and nautical
miles (so that it can be used on boats). Distance lost due to signal blackout such as tunnels is
compensated once the satelites become available again. The display is highly visible both at night
and in sunshine, and shows intermediate distance, total distance, speed (updated 4 times a second)
and average speed

094.665

£766.80 each | £639.00 ex VAT

COMPETITION
CLOTHING
GIFTS

GPS SENSOR FOR ELECTRONIC TRIPMETERS BY
BELMOG

BOOKS
RIGHT ANGLE DRIVE FITTING KIT

The Belmogtwin can be fitted to all makes of car. To make fitting easier on some
cars we offer this right angle drive. Instead of the cable coming in to the left of
the tripmeter, it can come in from the back or from below by using this right angle
drive

091.587

£86.23 each | £71.86 ex VAT

342

This Sensor makes it possible to use an electronic tripmeter (091.953, 091.954)
without the need to install a cable or wheel sensor and to change it to another
car without the need to recalibrate. More accurate than ‘normal’ GPS receivers,
this instrument tracks up to 50 satellites simultaneously and sends over 8,000
pulses per minute. A little black box, 6.5cm x 5cm x 2cm, it needs to be mounted
on the dashboard or rear window sill to pick up the signal. For 6 or 12 volts

094.652

£208.80 each | £174.00 ex VAT

PRICES CORRECT AT SEPTEMBER 2018

GAUGEPILOT

WWW.HOLDEN.CO.UK
GAUGEPILOT PRO

LIGHTING
Temperatures

MPH/KPH

Twinmaster

SWITCHES

Rallymaster

IGNITION
augePilot Pro is the ultimate on-board information system for the classic owner or motorsport competitor. With a crystal clear LCD non-reflective display, fitted into a period perfect
unit it complements the cockpit of any classic vehicle. The GaugePilot constantly monitors
and informs via intuitive software applications. Supplied with installation bracket and fitting
kit to enable you to fit augePilot to your vehicle. The kit includes sensors for oil pressure,
water or oil temperature, ambient temperature and wheel speed together with all necessary
plug sockets and connecting pins. This kit allows monitoring of engine systems and provides
functions for timing and average speed in the same manner as the classic Halda Mechanical
systems. Includes everything in the On The Road Kit sold separately under Part No. 099.104.
Further sensors can be added at a later date to expand the funtionallity of GaugePilot
With black bezel

099.100

£1399.00 each | £1165.83 ex VAT

Service Reminders help you to build reliability and promotes safety by storing all maintenance
information and alert when routine servicing is due
For Rallying. GaugePilot is the ultimate in legal navigational equipment with multiple Rally
computers and stopwatches to help you be spot on. Dimensionally identical to a 1950s SpeedPilot the GaugePilot looks the part in any classic rally car. Set up, calibration and use is simple,
whilst you can easily change between Kilometres and Miles and switch between home and
roadbook calibration. Rally applications include Twinmaster, a digital emulation of the classic
Halda instrument; Speedpilot, an average speed computer with single odometer; Stopwatch,
two independent stopwatches, accurate to 1/ of a second. Tested over 10,000 miles in some
of the world’s premier classic rally events, including the Rallye Monte-Carlo Histori ue, Mille
Miglia, Trans America Challenge, Icelandic Saga, Classic Marathon and in Holden’s ex works
Sunbeam Tiger in the Tour Ireland

GAUGEPILOT PRO HEAD UNIT ONLY

GaugePilot Pro Head unit This item is the GaugePilot unit on its own, supplied without any
of the fitting kit, allowing you to purchase components individually to tailor your GaugePilot
installation above and beyond our standard ‘’off the shelf’’ kit

With polished bezel

099.101

£1399.00 each | £1165.83 ex VAT

With black bezel

For Classic Motoring. Enjoy peace of mind that GaugePilot is constantly monitoring the critical
outputs of the engine. Displayed as classic gauges, with on screen and audible warnings, you
are informed immediately that something is wrong and can safely stop in plenty of time to
prevent your engine from expensive damage. GaugePilot also has ambient temperature monitoring and ice risk warning for your added safety. When touring, easily switch GaugePilot’s
speedometer from Miles to ilometres and set your max speed warning to the enforced limits.

099.102

WIRING
HEATERS,
ELECTRIC
FANS
FUEL AIR
GAUGES
WASHERS
WIPERS
MIRRORS
SEATS, SEAT
BELTS

£1200.00 each | £1000.00 ex VAT
With polished bezel

STEERING
WHEELS

099.103

£1200.00 each | £1000.00 ex VAT

MOTORCYCLE
PARTS
ACCESSORIES
BODY
HARDWARE
CAR CARE
PAINT
OIL, GREASE
FITTINGS
GAUGEPILOT
ON THE ROAD KIT

This kit contains all the necessary components to install and wire up your
GaugePilot Pro. It includes ambient temperature sensor, coolant or oil temp.
sensor, speedo cable pulse sensor, oil pressure sensor, under dashboard
mounting bracket, wiring loom with connectors, warning buzzer (6-12 volt)
and warning light (6-12 Volt)

099.104

£199.00 each | £165.83 ex VAT

GAUGEPILOT PRESSURE SENSOR KIT

augePilot pressure sensor kit allowing installation of an additional pressure sensor to your
augepilot. This kit will allow you to add a fuel pressure sensor for example. The sensor is
of a type that can monitor from 0 to 150 psi, and can be used for either fuel or oil pressure
monitoring. The kit includes includes connector, crimp terminals, and 3 x 3m of labelled wire
with pre-installed terminals to insert into the GaugePilot loom connector. The thread is 1/8
NPT

099.105

£60.00 each | £50.00 ex VAT

WHEELS,
BRAKES
TOOLS
COMPETITION
CLOTHING
GIFTS
BOOKS

Fitting service available

FOR LATEST PRICES REFER TO WEBSITE

WWW.HOLDEN.CO.UK

+44 (0) 1885 488 488
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BRANTZ TRIPMETERS

LIGHTING
SWITCHES
IGNITION
WIRING
HEATERS,
ELECTRIC
FANS

+44(0) 1885 48 8 48 8

INTERNATIONAL 1 TRIPMETER

INTERNATIONAL 2 ‘PRO’ TRIPMETER

091.977

091.953

INTERNATIONAL 2 S ‘PRO’ TRIPMETER

RETROTRIP 2 CLASSIQUE - TRIPMETER

Approved for many Historic or Retrospective rallies worldwide which re uire mechanical
tripmeters. Calibrated by the user, manually setting switches in the base of the unit. Can
be calibrated to read miles or kilometres. The electro-mechanical readout clicks over at
precisely one hundredth of a mile or kilometre. It can be zeroed by pushing resets on the
front. ight lighting is from the top of the meter. 120 x 70 x 55 mm. ou will also need a
sensor either 091.957, 091.958 or 091.905

£127.01 each | £105.84 ex VAT

This tripmeter relies on an electrical signal which is then processed electronically. Highly
accurate. Ideal for stage rallies where dual readout is re uired. Can be calibrated to read
hundredths of miles or kilometres. Calibrated by the user, manually setting switches. Will
read up or down. A remote reset button is provided to zero the lower display in case the
meter cannot be reached by the co-driver. 120mm x 100mm x 45mm. You will also need a
sensor either 091.957, 091.958 or 091.905

£169.34 each | £141.12 ex VAT

FUEL AIR
GAUGES
WASHERS
WIPERS
MIRRORS
SEATS, SEAT
BELTS
STEERING
WHEELS
MOTORCYCLE
PARTS
ACCESSORIES
BODY
HARDWARE

This tripmeter relies on an electrical signal which is then processed electronically. It has all
the features of 091.953 plus an extra readout, a 3 digit speedometer. This is automatically
calculated from the distance calibration. seful if your speedo is in miles and you need
kilometres. By moving a switch this can be switched to average speed and back and forth
from speed to average speed. Size 120mm x 100mm x 50mm. ou will also need a Sensor
either 091.957, 091.958 or 091.905

091.954

£209.03 each | £174.19 ex VAT

Approved for many historic or retrospective rallies worldwide the Retrotrip 2 Classi ue is
classed as an
electro-mechanical tripmeter, and has twin displays, total and inter, which can be zeroed
independently. The Retrotrip 2 is fitted with display lenses to slightly increase the digit size.
It has a 12 volt illumination. The Retrotrip 2 Classique is easily installed and easily calibrated
for any vehicle, gear ratio or tyre size. Size 129mm x 70mm x 65mm. ou will also need a
Sensor either 091.957, 091.958 or 091.905

091.928

£297.11 each | £247.59 ex VAT

CAR CARE
PAINT
OIL, GREASE
FITTINGS
WHEELS,
BRAKES
TOOLS
COMPETITION
CLOTHING

RETROTRIP 3 CLASSIQUE - TRIPMETER

(Left) An evolution of the RetroTrip 2 Classi ue tripmeter, see left. This model comprises
two separate tripmeters fed from a single sensor. ne tripmeter drives the two counters
on the top row, whilst a second drives the third readout at the bottom. The third can be
calibrated to give an indication of average speed. All counters can be zeroed independently.
ight lighting is from the top of the meter. ou will also need a sensor please refer to
091.957, 091.958 or 091.905

091.956

£393.24 each | £327.70 ex VAT

GIFTS
BOOKS

344

PRICES CORRECT AT SEPTEMBER 2018

BRANTZ TRIPMETERS

WWW.HOLDEN.CO.UK

SENSOR FOR SPEEDO CABLE

This sensor is for use wth all RetroTrip tripmeters and
all cable driven speedometers. It is necessary to cut the
speedo cable outer to fit the sensor. Full instructions
supplied with the unit

091.957

£35.64 each | £29.70 ex VAT

WHEEL SENSOR

SENSOR FOR PROPSHAFT

For use with RetroTrip tripmeters this wheel sensor
normally senses the bolts holding the brake disc to a
rotating hub. Can also be used to detect rotating drive
shafts or drum brakes with targets attached. It will detect
any metallic target and is unaffected by dirt, mud etc.
Thread is M12 x 1. It re uires precision fitting. Before
ordering refer to 091.905

Comprises two magnets with hose clamps that you fit
either side of the propshaft and a sensor that must be
about 5 to 15 mm from the magnets. Thread is M x 0.75.
Comes with full fitting instructions. ou may find this easier
to install than 091.958 as the design can accommodate
larger clearances between rotating components

091.958

£79.20 each | £66.00 ex VAT

£35.64 each | £29.70 ex VAT

091.905

LIGHTING
SWITCHES
IGNITION
WIRING
HEATERS,
ELECTRIC
FANS
FUEL AIR
GAUGES

PLUG KIT FOR RETROTRIP

To make the electrical work involved in fitting a RetroTrip
simpler, we offer a plug kit. This allows the meter to
be removed from the car when not rallying, simply by
unplugging a connector from the back of it. The kit contains
a fused 12 volt power connection (the black cable) and
the lead to the sensor (grey), with appropriate spade
connectors

091.959

PRESCALING INTERFACE FOR
RETROTRIPS

To enable you to safely drive Retrotrips from digital pulse
supplies found on vehicles fitted with digitally pulsed
electronic speedometers in place of other sensors. Comes
with instructions

091.978

£55.20 each | £46.00 ex VAT

£33.61 each | £28.01 ex VAT

RECOMMENDED
POWER CONDITIONER FOR
RETROTRIPS & TRIPMETERS

RetroTrip and International tripmeters require a
reliable voltage source to function properly. This
conditioner has been designed to provide this,
especially if you car is fitted with a dynamo or is 6-volt.
It connects to the battery terminals, and has an internal
fuse which disconnects the power for 30 seconds and
then re-connects if the unit is overloaded. It is intended
to supply only a tripmeter. If you purchase one of these
tripmeters we RECOMMEND that you fit this

WASHERS
WIPERS
MIRRORS
SEATS, SEAT
BELTS
STEERING
WHEELS
MOTORCYCLE
PARTS

091.976

£43.57 each | £36.31 ex VAT

ACCESSORIES
BODY
HARDWARE

OTHER USEFUL ITEMS

CAR CARE
PAINT
OIL, GREASE
FITTINGS
WHEELS,
BRAKES
TOOLS

MPH TO KPH CONVERTER

If you are going on a European rally or visit, this
device fits between the speedo cable and the
speedometer of your car and instantly converts
it to read in IL METRES instead of MPH Fits
standard Smiths screw fitting speedos

091.549

£147.00 each | £122.50 ex VAT

COMPETITION

SPEEDTABLE

(Right) se the four mechanical push switches to set the
average speed in either mph or kph to one decimal place,
where upon the readout gives you the reading which is
required on your tripmeter to average that speed. Press Z at
the start and keep your car’s tripmeter up with the speedtable
figure While L is pressed the digits are backlit for night use.
ses PP3 9 volt alkaline battery. Self contained and re uiring
no connection to the car. 105mm x 60mm x 27mm

CLOTHING
GIFTS
BOOKS

091.859

£186.76 each | £155.63 ex VAT

FOR LATEST PRICES REFER TO WEBSITE

WWW.HOLDEN.CO.UK

+44 (0) 1885 488 488
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HANHART STOPWATCHES

+44(0) 1885 48 8 48 8

LIGHTING
SWITCHES
IGNITION
WIRING
HEATERS,
ELECTRIC
FANS

HANHART STOPWATCH FOR
SPECTATORS

55mm diameter black plastic case with black markings on
a white background. reen button for start and restart.
Red button for stop, and black button for reset. Fifth of a
second calibrations. Small dial records up to 30 minutes. 1
Jewel shock resistant and antimagnetic movement made
by Hanhart with 1 year warranty. Lanyard for hanging
watch around your neck

090.229

HANHART 10 HOUR STOPWATCH

DASHBOARD HANHART CLOCK

090.240

£565.40 each | £471.17 ex VAT

55mm diameter chrome case with black on white markings.
Left hand button for reset and crown operation for start/
stop. Fifth of a second calibrations. Red jumping minute
hand records up to 60 minutes. Small dial records up to 10
hours. Precision shock protected 11 jewel lever movement
made by Hanhart with 1 year warranty. The best available
for regularity

£295.90 each | £246.58 ex VAT

This high quality Hanhart 1930s inspired mechanical
dashboard clock matches the classic Hanhart Stopwatches,
and is based on the classic Hanhart pocket watches. It
works in conjuction with dashboard mounts and has
a polished case with a black face. The Hanhart Classic
Dashboard Clock size is 55mm dia.

094.204

£59.10 each | £49.25 ex VAT

FUEL AIR
GAUGES
WASHERS
WIPERS
MIRRORS
SEATS, SEAT
BELTS
STEERING
WHEELS
MOTORCYCLE
PARTS
ACCESSORIES

HANHART CLASSIC I STOPWATCH

55mm diameter with matte (satin) chrome plated case. Classic white markings on a black
background. Left hand button for reset and crown operation for start/stop. Fifth of a second
calibrations, small dial records up to 30 minutes. Precision 7 jewel lever movement made by
Hanhart with one year warranty. Weight 120g

090.237

HANHART CLASSIC II STOPWATCH

55mm diameter with matte (satin) chrome plated case. Classic white markings on a black
background. Crown operation for starting and stopping of the two hands. Left hand button
for reset. Right hand button stops and catches up double hand for split timing. Fifth of a
second calibrations, small dial records up to 30 minutes. Precision 7 jewel lever movement
made by Hanhart with one year warranty. Weight 120g

090.238

£165.40 each | £137.83 ex VAT

£267.60 each | £223.00 ex VAT

BODY
HARDWARE
CAR CARE
PAINT
OIL, GREASE
FITTINGS
WHEELS,
BRAKES

STOPWATCH 1 HOUR

(Left) A white dialed budget price mechanical 1 hour stopwatch with 16 jewels, made in
Russia

090.243

£67.20 each | £56.00 ex VAT

TOOLS
COMPETITION
CLOTHING
GIFTS
BOOKS

346

PRICES CORRECT AT SEPTEMBER 2018

STOPWATCH SUNDRIES

WWW.HOLDEN.CO.UK

HANHART STOPWATCH BRACKET

Made by Hanhart in chrome plated brass. The watch sits on the two lower brackets and
clips into the top bracket being held in place by two small sprung loaded balls. Fixing
screws supplied
For one Stopwatch

094.205

CLIP FOR ONE STOPWATCH

Adjustable watch clip for single stopwatch, 55mm diameter or
thereabouts. Requires 5mm hole in panel or board

LIGHTING

091.945

SWITCHES

£11.16 each | £9.30 ex VAT

IGNITION

£150.00 each | £125.00 ex VAT

WIRING

RALLY SUNDRIES

HEATERS,
ELECTRIC
FANS
FUEL AIR
GAUGES
WASHERS
WIPERS
MIRRORS

CLIP-ON PEN/PENCIL SLEEVES

Two pen/pencil sleeves for clipping on to mapboards or a convenient point in the car. now
the whereabouts of your pens or pencils and have them to hand ready to use

SEATS, SEAT
BELTS

094.372

£4.50 each | £3.75 ex VAT

STEERING
WHEELS
MOTORCYCLE
PARTS
ACCESSORIES

SPEED TABLES

BODY
HARDWARE

Some rallies have regularity sections which have to be traversed at a set average speed between two or more timing
points. For these events you will find that these books are a great help. These four books have 194 or 196 pages designed
and laid out by ace navigator Don Barrow

CAR CARE
PAINT
OIL, GREASE
FITTINGS
WHEELS,
BRAKES
TOOLS
COMPETITION
CLOTHING
GIFTS
BOOKS

UP TO 49.99 MILES
AVERAGE SPEED TABLE

This book covers all distances from zero
to 49.90 miles

090.404

£30.00 each | No VAT

ABOVE 50 MILES
AVERAGE SPEED TABLE

UP TO 49.80KM
AVERAGE SPEED TABLE

090.405

090.407

This book covers distances from 50 to
99.90 miles

£30.00 each | No VAT

FOR LATEST PRICES REFER TO WEBSITE

This book covers all distances from zero to
49.80 kilometres

£30.00 each | No VAT

ABOVE 50KM
AVERAGE SPEED TABLE

This book covers distances from 50 to
99.80 kilometres

090.408

£30.00 each | No VAT

WWW.HOLDEN.CO.UK

+44 (0) 1885 488 488
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DON BARROW POTTI

+44(0) 1885 48 8 48 8

LIGHTING
SWITCHES
IGNITION
WIRING
HEATERS,
ELECTRIC
FANS
FUEL AIR

DON BARROW POTTI MK RB8

The most successful road/rally navigator ever, Don
Barrow, invented this map reading aid, the Potti. A light
excluding tube with large crystal glass magnifying lens for
your map reading. One control provides adjustable clear
or red light for day or night use. 11 mm diameter and 106
mm height. Supplied with Captain Hook (refer to 090.403)
for safe storage. ses two bulbs LLB272. Essential for
serious navigators.

DON BARROW POTTI ‘CAPTAIN
HOOK’

CLEAR MEASURING SCALE

For maps of scales 1 25,000/1 50,000/ 1 100,000 and
1 200,000. Size 5 inches x 3 5/ inches

For safe storage of Potti within your car when not in use.
Colour black. Supplied with screws

091.838

£10.80 each | £9.00 ex VAT

090.403

£7.20 each | £6.00 ex VAT

090.400

£126.00 each | £105.00 ex VAT

GAUGES
BASEPLATES

WASHERS
WIPERS
MIRRORS
SEATS, SEAT
BELTS
STEERING
WHEELS
MOTORCYCLE
PARTS

These Baseplates clip into the bottom of the Don Barrow Potti enabling you to read off distances
Read off distances on the map in either miles ( ⁄10ths) or kilometres

1 150000 Scale (km)

Read off distances on the map up to 15 kilometres in 0.5 kilometres

CAR CARE
PAINT
OIL, GREASE
FITTINGS

1

091.822
094.370
2

091.823

1 200000 Scale

Read off distances on the map in either miles ( ⁄10ths) or kilometres ( ⁄10ths)

1 25000 Romer

Read off distances on the map in either miles ( ⁄10ths and fractions) or kilometres ( ⁄10ths)

1

1

091.824

1

1 25000 Scale ( m)

Read off distances on the map in either miles (fractions) or kilometres ( ⁄10ths)

091.825

1 50000 & 1” Romer

Read off distances in kilometres up to 5 km, or on a 1” to the mile map in miles up to 5 miles. (The latter is to the scale
of 1 63,360)

091.821

ACCESSORIES
BODY
HARDWARE

1

1 100000 Scale

1 50000 Romer

Compass Headings Baseplate

Trainer 1 50000

WHEELS,
BRAKES

1

1

Read off distances on the map in either miles (up to 1 ⁄2) or kilometres (up to 2 ⁄2)

091.820

Read off compass headings , S, E and W

094.373
1

Read off distances on the map in either 100 yards, ⁄10ths of a mile or fractions of a mile

091.826

All the same price £11.40 each | £9.50 ex VAT

TOOLS
COMPETITION
CLOTHING
GIFTS
BOOKS

091.822

348

091.824

091.823

091.825

PRICES CORRECT AT SEPTEMBER 2018

COMPASSES

WWW.HOLDEN.CO.UK

MODEL 58 COMPASS

Rugged and compact, 5 mm black compass card with direct reading scale. niversal
bracket, enabling you to mount it vertically, horizontally, upside down or anywhere in
between. Steel pivot and sapphire jewel, built in magnetic compensators and night lighting

091.812

LIGHTING

MODEL 70UN COMPASS

Can be mounted almost anywhere, at any angle or hand held and can be quickly removed
from its bracket to take hand bearings. Can be used as a steering compass when in the
bracket. Suitable for off road rallying. Supplied with full instructions

SWITCHES

097.804

IGNITION

£86.40 each | £72.00 ex VAT

£56.94 each | £47.45 ex VAT

WIRING

Spare Bulb for above

HEATERS,
ELECTRIC
FANS

091.798

£9.72 each | £8.10 ex VAT

FUEL AIR
GAUGES

TRAILER GEAR

WASHERS
WIPERS
MIRRORS
SEATS, SEAT
BELTS
STEERING
WHEELS
MOTORCYCLE
PARTS

TRAILER/CARAVAN PLUG
12N

Metal plug for fitting and wiring up to your
trailer or caravan

080.611

£5.40 each | £4.50 ex VAT

TRAILER/CARAVAN SOCKET
12N

Metal Socket for fitting and wiring up to
your car. The plug on the trailer or caravan
fits into this

080.610

£5.94 each | £4.95 ex VAT

PARKING BRACKET FOR
PLUG

When your trailer or caravan is not in use
the electrical plug can drag on the ground.
Fit this bracket in a convenient place (one
hole required) and the plug can be parked
there

080.623

£9.60 each | £8.00 ex VAT

TRAILER SOCKET
GASKET

asket to suit trailer socket. Soft rubber
backing gasket to waterproof the socket
on your tow vehicle or trailer. The pre
moulded tail will need the end triming for
the wiring to pass through suitable for your
wire size

080.613

£9.60 each | £1.70 ex VAT

ACCESSORIES
BODY
HARDWARE
CAR CARE
PAINT
OIL, GREASE
FITTINGS
WHEELS,
BRAKES
TOOLS

ADAPTOR LEAD FROM 7 PIN
VEHICLE 12N & 12S TO 13 PIN

ADAPTOR LEAD FROM 13 PIN
VEHICLE TO 7 PIN 12N & 12S

080.632

080.633

Converts 7 pin 12 & 12S on vehicle to 13
pin on trailer

£28.80 each | £24.00 ex VAT

Converts 13 pin on vehicle to 7 pin on
trailer 12 & 12S

COMPETITION

BREAKAWAY CABLE

Safety link between towing vehicle
and trailer

CLOTHING

080.624

GIFTS

£4.80 each | £4.00 ex VAT

£18.00 each | £15.00 ex VAT

FOR LATEST PRICES REFER TO WEBSITE

BOOKS

WWW.HOLDEN.CO.UK

+44 (0) 1885 488 488
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COMPETITION NUMBERS & STICKERS

+44(0) 1885 48 8 48 8

Competition umbers are in packs of 63 digits in each pack nine number 1’s and six each of all the others

LIGHTING

GP RACE 11” BLACK
NUMBERS

GP RACE 11” WHITE
NUMBERS

INTERNATIONAL RALLY 14”
BLACK NOS.

INTERNATIONAL RALLY 14”
WHITE NOS

091.844

091.845

091.840

091.841

RACE 7” BLACK
NUMBERS

RACE 7” WHITE
NUMBERS

RACE 9” BLACK
NUMBERS

RACE 9” WHITE
NUMBERS

096.888

096.889

091.848

091.849

SLIMLINE 11” BLACK
NUMBERS

SLIMLINE 11” WHITE
NUMBERS

STANDARD RACE 11” BLACK
NUMBERS

STANDARD RACE 11” WHITE
NUMBERS

091.846

091.847

091.842

091.843

£27.56 each | £22.97 ex VAT

£27.56 each | £22.97 ex VAT

£43.90 each | £36.58 ex VAT

£43.90 each | £36.58 ex VAT

SWITCHES
IGNITION
WIRING
HEATERS,
ELECTRIC
FANS
FUEL AIR
GAUGES

£14.34 each | £11.95 ex VAT

£14.34 each | £11.95 ex VAT

£21.43 each | £17.86 ex VAT

£21.43 each | £17.86 ex VAT

WASHERS
WIPERS
MIRRORS
SEATS, SEAT
BELTS
STEERING
WHEELS
MOTORCYCLE
PARTS

£27.56 each | £22.97 ex VAT

£27.56 each | £22.97 ex VAT

£27.56 each | £22.97 ex VAT

£27.56 each | £22.97 ex VAT

ACCESSORIES
BODY
HARDWARE
CAR CARE
PAINT
OIL, GREASE
FITTINGS

WHITE RECTANGLE

WHITE ROUNDEL

Adhesive backed’ 332mm x 610mm

Roundel 1 ” as used for classic racing.

090.816

090.819

£2.34 each | £1.95 ex VAT

£5.21 each | £4.34 ex VAT

MULTIPLE STICKER

SQUARE NOVICE X STICKER

WHEELS,
BRAKES
TOOLS
COMPETITION
CLOTHING
GIFTS
BOOKS

Includes stickers for fire extinguisher, electrical cut-off, switch
direction arrows, switch identification stickers, blood type( )
and union jack.

090.703

£3.02 each | £2.52 ex VAT

350

If you are embarking on motorsport in the . . you will need to have a ovice s uare sticker
(black on yellow background) somewhere on the rear of your classic, racing, rallying or
sports car

090.700

£2.16 each | £1.80 ex VAT
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